Frank Lloyd Wright and interior architect George Mann Niedecken worked in collaboration to create repeating shapes and patterns that unify the design of the Robie House.

Geometric patterns appear in window designs, furniture, and carpets in the house.

Collaborate with a friend and design your own geometric patterns for a building!

COLLABORATE
Ask a friend or relative to sketch a house, a room, or find a picture of one online. The perspective can be from above, from outside, or from inside. (If you don’t have a collaborator, look at your own home or a Wright design!)

OBSERVE
Look at the design. What shapes do you observe? Can you spy any repetition?

INTERPRET AND SKETCH
Using graph paper, pencils, colored pencils or markers, use the geometric shapes you observed to create patterns for your collaborator's design.

Now draw a house or room and challenge your friend!

Tag @flwtrust and #WrightatHome to show us your designs!